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~ntroduction.
In identification of linear systems the 'hain stream" approach to noise modeling
is to add all noise to the ontp.uts (assuming orthogonality),or to the equations
(which is the same for our analysis). In econometrics these models are named
errors-in-equations models. Here we are concerned with the case where in
principle all variables may be contaminated by noise. Such models are called
mors-in-variables (EV) or latent uariables models, or using a slightly different
hut equivalent formulation factor models. Whereas in theerrors-in-equations
approach the deterministic system.is.embedded into its stochastic environment
in. an asymmetric way, EV modeling is (in principle) more general and
miresponds to symmetricnoise modeling.The asymmetry of errors-in-equations
modeling can be justifiedin many s'ituations, in particular in prediction, however
there are a number of cases where this asymmetry is not appropriate and leads
to "prejudiced"results.The symmetlicEV modeling is appropriate for instance:
(i) If we are interested in the true system generating the data (rather than in
prediction or in encoding the data by system parameters) and we canhot
be sure a priori that the observed inputs are not corri~pt.edby noise.
(ii) If we want to approximate a high dimensional data vector by a relatively
small number of factors.
(i) If'we have no sufficient a priori information about the number of equations
in the system or about the classification ofthe variables into inputs and
outputs; then we have to perform a more symmetric system modeling, which
in turn demands a more symmeidc noise model.
The statisticai analysis of EV models has a long history in econometrics,
psychometrics and statistics (see, e.g. Frisch 1934; Koopmans 1937; Bekker and
de Leeuw 1987). Recently there has been a resurging interest in such models;
these models also attracted attention in system and control theory. Partly this
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development was triggered by a number of seminal papers authored by Kalman
(see, e.g. Kalman 1982,1983). In these papers the theoretical and practical appeal
of this approach, as a general approach to the problem of identification of linear
systems has been pointed out as well as the technical complications and the
main open problems. The price to be paid For the generality of noise modeling
is a significantly increased complication in the statistical analysis. The main
problem is a basic "nonidentifiability" in the sense that in general the system
is not uniquely determined from the (population) second moments of the
observations, since the separation between the system and the noise part is not
unique.
Our work was definitely inspired by Kalman's ideas. Whereas Kalman
analysed the static case, our focus is on the case of dynamic systems; for
dynamic case see also Anderson and Deistler (1984, 1987), Picci and Pinzoni
(1986), and Deistler and Anderson (1989).
The system considered is of the form

where tt is the n-dimensional vector of latent (i.e. in general unobserved)
variables, z is used for the backward-shift on Z (i.e. z(i,ltsiZ) = (f,-,ltsK)) as
well as for a complex variable and

We will call w(z) the relationfunction of the exact relation (1.1) (compare Willems
1986). Clearly, systems of the form (1.1) are symmetric in the sense that we need
no a priori classification of the variables i, into inputs and outputs and no a
priori information about causality directions; without restriction of generality
we will assume that m 5 n holds and that w(z) contains no linearly dependent
rows; also in general m is not known a priori.
The observed variables are of the form

where u, is the noise vector.
Throughout the paper we will assume:
(i) (z,),(2,) and (u,) respectively are [wide sense] stafionary processes [with real
valued components] and spedral densities Z, Z and D. [In addition limits
of random variables are understood in the sense of mean square
convergence.]
(ii) E2, = Eu,= 0
(iii) E&u: = 0 and finally
(iv) D is diagonal.
For a discussion of assumption (iv) see, e.g. Deistler and Anderson (1989)
and Deistler (1989). Without imposing any assumption besides (ii) and (iii), in
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general every system would be compatiblewith the second moments of the observations; thus some additional assumptions have to be imposed. By assumption
(iv) the common effects are attributed to the system and the individual effect
to the noise. Clearly (iv) cannot be justified universally; in other words it will
be a "prejudice" in a number of applications. However it is a reasonable
assumption for a sufficiently large class of cases.
In our analysis the frequency A will be kept fixed. In this sense Z.2and D
are considered as (constant) Hermitian matrices rather than as spectrai densities
From (1.3) we have

: Clearly (1.4) may also be interiieted ascoming from a (static) relation between
C-valued random variables z, i and u

In this paper we will analyse the relation between the second moments of the
~bse~atiZ
~ nand
s the system and noise characteristics w(z) and D. Such an
analysis is a necessary first step for an analysis of the properties of estimation
and inference procedures. The main question are (compare Deistler an8
Anderson 1989).
(a) Find the maximum number, m* say, of (linearly independent) rows of w(z)
among the set of all w(z) compatible with given Z. Sometimes we also use
the symbol mc(Z)for m* ifwe want to make the dependence on 2 explicit.
(b) Give a description of the set of all (w(z), D) compatible with given Z;in
addition describe the subset corresponding to dierent numbers of linear
relations m.
(c) Describe the set of all Z corresponding to a given m*,n > m* 2 1.
Thus the problems we consider are (a) to hnd the (maximum) number of
equations for given Zp(b) to describe the set of all observationally equivalent
(based on second moments only) signal and noise characteristics and (c) to
describe the set of spectral densities corresponding to a given m*.There is no
general solution available for these problems up to now.
In this paper, we focus on the case of general n and m* = 1 [for n general
and ma = n- 1 see Anderson and Deistler (,1990)]. For the Gatic case, where
?., and u, are (real) white noise processes (and thus Z(A) and Z(A) are constant
with real entries) and w(z) is constant with real entries, this problem has a long
history, see, e.g. Frisch (1934), Koopmans (19371, and Kalman (1982), (1983). The
dynamic case turns out to be significantly more complicated. The cases n = 2
and n = 3 have been treated in detail in Anderson and Deistler (1984), (1987).
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 and 3 we are concerned with
question @) and to a small extent also with question (a). The set of all rows of
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w (when suitably normalid) compatible with a given Z is called the solution
set. In Sect 2 some topological properties of the solution set are shown. 1,
Sect. 3 some additional results concerning the form of the solution set me
derived. In Sect. 4 we investigatethe set of aU Z with mc(Z) = 1 and the function
attaching to every such Z, the corresponding solution set.

2 The Solution Set-Some General Properties
In a first step, let us assume temporarily that
Clearly relation (1.1) implies
w(ei3.3(~)
=0

3 (rather than Z ) is known.
(21)

Conversely, if we commence from 2 and if we want to explain by the system
as much as possible and if we have no additional a priori information, then by
(2.1), the rows of w are dellled as a basis of the left kernel of Z and w is unique
up to basis change.
Clearly in general only Z is known and thus equation (1.4) will be the
starting point of our analysis. Remember that Z: 3and Dare nonegativ5deJhite
and that .f is singular and D is diagonal. In view of this for given Z, Z and D
are called feasible if
OIZ-DSZ

(2.2)

holds, where Z - D = is singular and D is diagonal. As easily can be shown,
for every Z 2 0 a feasible decomposition (1.4) and thus a corresponding EV
representation exists. To avoid having to consider a number of special cases
we will assume throughout that
(v) z >o
(vi) a,,ZO i,j=l, ...,nand
(vii) S,,;lit 0 i,j = 1,. ..,n hold.
Here S=Z-' and as a general rule if e.g. Z is a matrix, its Lj-entry is
denoted by the corresponding lower case symbol crw
For given Z, a vector f e C n is called a solution if there exists a feasible 3
satisfying
f3=0

(2.3)

The set of all solutions corresponding to a g i ~ e nZ is called the solution set
L (of .Z) sometimes we also use the notation Lc AnaIogousl~ywe define D as
the set of all feasible matrices D corresponding to Z: Since L is the union of
linear spaces of dimension greater than zero, we may find a normalization
useful. In most parts of the paper, the first component of 3,x, is n o r m a l a
to one.
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Let us define the matrix S=(.9ij.Si;1), i,j= 1, ...,n and let sj denote the j-th
row of S. Now it is easily seen from
that sj is the solution (with first component normalized to one) corresponding
to the j-th elementary regression, i.e. to the case where all components of z,,
except for $e j-th, are assumed to be observed free of noise; sj will be called
the j-th elementary solution. Since the first elementary solutions, always exists,
no matrix Z is excluded by the normalization 5, = 1. However, the kernel of
gmay be orthogonal to (1,0,. ,0) and in this sense the normalization may he
a restriction of generality. However as will be shown in the subsequent Lemma 3,
this situation will not occur in the case m* = 1. Clearly elementary solutions
can also be defined for singular matrices Z: They conespond to the projection
of thej-th component ofzin(1.5) on the spacespannedby all other components.
Now, let us state some useful lemmas.

..

Lemma 1. Let Z 2 0 (may be singular). If the n-th row of &ansay, is linearly

...,

independent from the other rows a,,
a,-, of Z, then the n-th elementary
regression gives a noise cooarianee matrix D of the form

D, = diag(0,. ..,O,dg$
where d g > 0 and where rk(Z -Dh)= rk(Z) - 1 holds (here r(A) denoses the
rank of A).
..

Prmf. The proof is straightforward'and can be seen from projecting the n-th
component of z (see 1.5) on the linear space spanned by the other components
of 2. ..
Lemma 2 Let D = diag{dit} be wble
elementary regression. Then

and let dl? correspond to the i-th

osdiisd$'

(25)

Proof. Without restriction of generality, take i = 1; let D = A + B; where
A = diag{d,,,O,. ,0} and B = diag{O,d ,,. ..,dm}.
F i t note that for dl, > d g , the matrix Z - A would not be nonnegative
definite. To see this consider

..

det(X-A)=(a,, -d,,)f,(Z)+f,(Z)
where f, and f, depend only on Z and where

(26)

.

.

""2 "'Qnn

,

holds. he expression is zero ford,, = d g , a i d hence is negative ford, > d a .
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NowZ-D=Z-A-B=CLOwouldimplyB+C=~-A20whichis
a contradiction for dl, > dE.
For fixed Z, the relation between I.and D is given by
RZ=ZD, ZE& D = D

(2.7)
Let us consider the case me(Z) = 1 in more detail now. We investigate the
solution set and the set of all feasible matrices D.

Lemma3. For mc(Z)= 1,R~ZandZ # O imply that every entry )?I, j = 1, ...,n,
of 2 is unequal to zero.
Proof. We give a proof by contradiction. If e.g. Zl = O holds for 2&,2#0,
then as seen from (2.7) we may put d,, = 0 and D remains feasible. Also the
last n - 1 rows of Z - D are clearly linearly dependent. The: the first row of
2 = (Z. D) is linearly independent from the other rows of Z since otherwise
me@) > 1 would hold. Now performing the first elementary regression for 3,
(not Z ) using an evident notation, corresponds to determining8, and D so that

-

where
6=diag{a1,,0

,...,0)

and 0 5 6 5 2

By Lemma 1, J,, > 0 holds. From
Z L ~ ~ E - - ~ = Z - ( D + ~ ) ~ O
we see that D + L? is feasible; Lemma 1 then implies rk(Z - (D + 6)) < r k z and
thus m ( Z ) > 1.
Therefore in the case me@) = 1, the normalization 2, = 1 is no restriction
of generality and we can consider the (normalized) solution set

L = {x\(l, x)EZ)
The relation between Land D (remember that Z is kept fixed) then is of the form
x(Z22 - Dzz)= - Z12

(2.8)

where

Z.,,E(C"-l;~227 D22 E@"-l)X'"-l).
Note that for all feasible D,&, = ZZ2- D,, must have full rank n - 1, since
otherwise mc(2) > 1 would hold. Thus x is uniquely determined for given DED
by:
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Conversely, for givenx,D is uniquely determined by
,.

i x22 --X D ~ Z

(2.10)

and

a l l +xZ:,=dll

. ,.

(2-1 1)

~ h u we
s have defined a bijection, i say between L and D.

Theorem 21
(a) rnc(Z)= 1 $and only $no SBLZf 0 has a zero entry
(b) for mc(Z)= 1, the relation between L and D defined by (2.9H2.11) is a
homeomorphism
for mc(Z) = 1,Land D are compa'ct. Uwwe consider L as a subset of I R ~ " ' - ~ ' ~
Cn-', then L is of real dimension n- 1.

(c)

Proof
(a) One part is just Lemma 3. ~onverseliif mc(Z) > 1 hold$ then contains
at least one Iinear subspace of. dimension greater than one and in this
subset clearly there is an element P#O, with one zero component.
(b) As has been shown already, i is a bijection. The continuity in both directions
is easily seen from (2.9)-(2.11).
(c) Clearly, D is bounded. Let Zn= 2 - DD.,D,€D,be a convergent sequence
with limit Z. We then have Z 2 2 0 and Z is singular since detz" = 0
holds and the determinantis a continuous function of its entries and therefore
2 is feasible. Thus every convergent sequence D.ED takes its limit D in D,
in other words D is closed. Since the image of a compact set by a continuous
mapping is compact, L is compact by (b). As is seen from (2.9) and (2.111,
for given d,,,..., d,,. (and given Z of course) x and thus d l , are uniquely
detimiried Note that D =&,(2).I, where &;(A) is used to denote the
smallesteigenvalue of AzO, is always feasible. This folloivs from
Z = UAU* = U(A- Lanl)U*+Am,,l

(2.12)

where A is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of Z and where U is a unitary
matrix. For mc(Z) = 1, all principal minors of (Z,, ,) are strictly
positive and since the determinant is a continuous function of the matrix
entries, all principal minors'of Z,,-D,,
are also positive in a suitably
chosen neigh1;orhood of L,,,J,-,,
and moreover this neighborhood can be
chosen such that 0 < d l , < d',': holds. Thus this neighborboocC is
in D. Replacing
homeomorphic to the cortespondkig neighborhood of I.&
Adhl by a general DeD and using an analogous argument, we &in show
that D is locally homeomorphic to IR;-' and thus topological manifold of
dimension n - 1.
Remark 1. Note that for the static case a significantlymore far-reaching result
is available, see Frisch (1934), Koopmans (1937) and Kalman (1982). In this
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case m* = 1 if and only if Y-'
is "like" a positive matrix (i.e. Z-' can be made
to a matrix with positive entries by eventually multiplying some of the rows
and the corresponding columns by - 1) and the solution set L is the convex
hdl generated by the elementary solutions. The proof of this result relies on a
Perron-Frobenius type argument which cannot be carried over to matrices
with complex entries. Note in particular that whereas it is easy to check whether
Z-'is like a positive matrix, condition(a) is not of much value for that purpose.
Also note that, as can be seen from Anderson and Deistler (1987) for the case
n = 3, in the dynamic situation we may have that Z-'is not like a positive
matrix (with properly complex entries) and still m* = 1 holds. As we will see in
Sect. 3, in general for the complex case, the solution set L will not be a polytope
since it has curved bounding hyper-surfaces.
Remark 2. Note that L is compact if and only if mc(Z) = 1 holds: Assume
mc(2) > 1; let 2 be feasible such that the dimension of the kernel of Z - 2,
ker(Z -&), is equal to mc(Z); now it is straight-forward to show that the
dimension of ker(Z - 2)n{xeClx1 = 11 is equal to mc(Z)- 1 and thus is
greater than zero. Also note that for mc(Z) > 1, the relation between Land D
is not a function in either direction.

3 Solutions on Complex Lines
In this section we further investigate the solution set. Again E is kept bed.
The main idea here is to connect two points, x and y say, from the solution set
by the wmplex line

+

-

+

holds. Note that coc (1 - u)y,
and to investigate for which a, ax (1
a e C is a plane in IR2". The results obtained in this section are valid for general
mc(Z). We start from the equation
(ax

+ (1 - a)y)Z =(ax + (1 - a)y)D = axD, + (1 - a)yD7

(3.2)

where x, y ~ i
xx,
,= y, I1 and Dx and D, correspond to x and y respectively;
D is diagonal and the unknown variable in (3.1). Clearly ax (1 if and
only if there is a D satisfyiig (3.2) and D 20 and Z-D 2 0 hold
First consider the case x = s,, y = SJ, j > 1, D, = D, and D, = Dj, i.e. we
investigate the real plane given by the first and the j-th elementary solutions
Then the first equation in (3.2) is of the form

+

and the j-th equation is of the form
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which gives

By Lemma 2, d l f 2 d i i a 0 must hold for every feasible D. Also note that
sIj.s,;' z 0; thus (3.3) and (3.4) imply as[O, 11. Put
then such a prescription for D satisfies (3.2) and D 2 O'for every ae[O, 11. In
order to show that a D given by (3.3)-(3.5) is feasible for every ae[O, 11, it
remains to show that Z- D 2 0 holds. Note that for the j-th elementary
regression d f is the unique solution of the equation

..inthe variable djj€IR. This is a direct consequence of the fact that (3.6) is a
linear equation w~tha positive coefficient for (ujj-djj) (compare 2.6). Now
performing the j-th elementary regression'for Z - uD,, a ~ ( 0 , l we
) see that the

..

corresponding noise covariance matrix is diag (0,. ,djj,0,. ..,0) with djj given
by (3.4) and thus Z- D = (Z - aD,) - diag{O,.. ,djj, 0,. . ,0) 20.
Let us consider
. .

.

.

For every YEF nE we can choose a coriesponding feasible D with d l = 0. Thus,
for x = s, and y ~ ~ wenhave
z (3.3) and thus EE[O, 11. [Ciearly, here, in general
not every as[O, 11 gives a solution.]
I .. In an analogous way as before we proceed in the case x = s,, y = sj, 1, j # 1;
I # j. Then from (3.2) we obtain
mud!? = (m,l+ ( 1 - @)sjt)d,i
for the I-th equation and

(3.8)

;for the j-th equation. Again we put d,, = 0, i # I, i # j. ~ ~ u a t i o(3.2)
n then are
!equivalent to

which in turn is equivalent to
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Re a
1

Set of ail feasible a
I

,,/Set

(1)
. .

of all feasible a

(2)

Using the same argument as above, we can show that Z - D 2 0 holds. Now
let us discuss wndition (3.10). We may distinguish between three cases.

(i) If sjJs,,> 0 holds, then (3.10) ik equivalent to a~(O,l].
(ii) If sjJs,,<0 holds, then (3.10) is equivalent to ae[l, m)u(O, - a).
(iii) If s,Js,, is not real, then the set of all feasible a is an arc of a circle as
shown in Fig. 1.
For a more detailed discussion for the cases n = 3 and n = 4 see Schemer et a1
(1990).

4 The Relation Between C and L
Let C , denote the set of all Z > 0, satisfying (vi) and (vii), such that mc(Z) = nr
In a next step we now wnsider some properties of C, and of solutions for
varying (rather than for fixed) EEC,.
We 'e consider the set C of all Z satisfying (v)-(vii) as an open subset of
IR"-".(Note that the set of all positive definite matrices is open in IRn2-".I

Theorem 4.1.

El is an open subset of
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Proof. We have to show that for every Z ~X,,thereisaneidborhood contained
in XI. If this were not true, there would be a sequence I:" converging to I: and
mc(Zn)> 1 for all n Thus, there would exist Em Z,, feasible for Z, and
rkZn< n - 1. By 2,s and Z, +I:,2- is a bounded sequence, and thus has
at least one limit point, 2 say. Since the determinant is a continuous functioo of
the entries of a matrix, we then have rk 2 < n - 1 and 0 5 2 IZ and thus
m(Z) > 1 in contradiction to our assumption.
From the idea of the proof above, we immediately obtain:
CoroUary.

Z,uX,...uE,,

1 S m n - 1, iiopen in
1

x.

Consider the function 1, &lined on XI, which attaches to every Z the
corresponding (normalized) solution set L = L , For any two compact subsets,
L, M say, of
a metric can be deftned by
where

d is called the Hausdorff distance (see, e.g Dieudonne (1969), p. 61). By C we
denote the set of all compact subsets of C-'endowed with the Hausdorff
distance.

Theorem 4.2. Thefunction I :XI-+ C: l(2) = Lz is continuous.
Proof. Consider a sequence I:,,+I:E~,.
By Theorem 4.1 we may assume
Z n ~ C We
p will show that

sup inf [I x, - x 11 -0

(4.3)

X~LI.

As the norm is a continuous function and the (normalized) solution sets are

compact we may replace the inf by min and sup by max
As we are in the case in* = 1 every principal minor up to size n - 1of (Z - D),
.DED is strictly positive. 'rice these minors are continuous functions of D and
since D is compact by Theorem 2.1 all these principal mino& are bounded
away from zero by a positive constant. Furthermore, by the same type of
argument we see that there is a compact neighborhood, U;= {A 2 013D~Ds.t
IIA - (E - D)II S 6). of the set {I:-DIDED),where thesame statement remains
valid, i.e. there is a d r 0 and a corresponding c > 0 such that all principal
minors in theset U,are uniformly bounded away fromzero by e. In the following
we will assume that el > 0 chosen sulficently small so that we will stay in Ud
by performing the subsequent steps.
Since Z,+Z, for every s,s(O, 1) there is a n, such that
(1

-e

) 5Z

1Z

,

n 2no

(4.41
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Let 2 and D be feasible for Z and define
fin=(1-el)~,

.fn=.Z,,-6"

Then 5"2 0 and
2s1z +(I -e,)E =(I I- E ~ ) -(I
Z - 6 % )z~ 2"&(I -el)$
Now let us perform the first elementary regression for
decomposition of the type (1.4)

20

(4.5)

or, which gives a f=sible

$"=zn+~.',~ ; = d i a ~ { $ , , ,...,
0 0)
Let D, = 6"fi,+ D:, then 3, and D, are feasible for Zn.
Now, let us write, using an obvious notation [compare (28)l:

IIx,, - x II = I zi2(Zz2- Dzz)-' - Z ~ Z . ~ . ( -Dzz,d-I
~ Z Z . ~ 11
= Edet(Z,, -D22).det(~22L-D226)1-1~ll
&z.adj(Zzz

-D13

~det(Zz,,n-D,,.)-~lz,~adj(~~z,-D~~,,fdet~~~~-D231

5 c-~.&,

(4.6)

where e2 z 0 is determined from el by (4.4) and (4.5); e, can be chosen arbitrarily
small by a suitable choice of E, and can be chosen independently of the choice
of DsD. Thus we have shown (4.3). By the same argument we can show
sup inf Ilx,,-xll-ro
aLrd a .

which proves the theorem
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are important for a statistical analysis. In particular
we see that a consistent estimator of Z can directly be used to obtain a consistent
estimator for L,
Next we consider the situation where the noise variance is converging to
zero; in this case the solution sets are converging to a singleton:
Theorem 4.3. k c Z,-+Z, where .
{XEC(X,
= 1) # 0. Then L,+L,

Z and r k Z = n - 1, L,=kerZn

Proof. Since Z;, converges to a singular matrix, also the variances dj& of the
corresponding noise terms for-the elementary regressions converge to zero.
Thus, by Lemma 2, we have Zn-+Zfor any
feasible for Z.. The rest is
straightforward from
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